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Be it known that I, ALBERT J. MATTER, a 
citizen of the United States, residing at Mer 
rimac, in the county of Essex, State of Mas 
sachusetts, have invented a certain new and 
useful Improvement in Covered Boxes of 
which the following is a specification, rerer 
ence being had therein to the accompanying 
drawings. 
The invention relates to boxes provided 

with removable covers having depending 
rims or ?anges which surround and tightly 
clasp cylindrical portions or shells of the 
box-bodies. More particularly, it has rela 
tion to boxes of the class in which the de 
pending rims or ?anges of the. covers are 
formed with ?aring portions, inward pres 
sure upon which expands the rim or ?ange of 
a cover in a manner that loosens the lit of the 
cover upon the box-body and facilitates its 
removal from the latter. 
A defect and drawback of boxes of the 

said class as heretofore made has been the 
fact that‘ the ?aring portions aforesaid, 

> which for convenience of designation may be 
termed expansion ?ares, are unprotected, and 
are exposed to blows and external pressure. 
From accidental causes, therefore, it happens 
with more or less frequency that'the box 
covers become prematurely expanded and 
loosened. This happens, for instance, in the 
case of filled boxes packed in cases, under 
conditions which produce movement and 
pressure of the boxes transversely against 
one another. ‘When pressure due to trans 
verse movement, or to weight, or to trans 
mitted shock, takes effect against expansion 
?ares it sometimes occasions the expansion 
and loosening of the box-covers. This may 
result in escape of the box-contents or of the 
volatile constituents thereof, or in injury to 
the said contents through the admission of 
air. In the case of shoe-blacking paste, for 
example, the boxes must remain sealed in 
air-tight condition, and loosening of the box 
covers is followed by injury to the paste. ' 
The invention provides protection for the 

expansion ?ares in question,‘ whereby they 
are shielded from simple pressure and from 
blows. 
An embodiment of the invention is illus 

trated in the drawing, which shows in verti 
cal cross-section a box containing the said 
embodiment. 
In the drawing the box-body is marked 1, 

and 2 is the box-cover. The upstanding cy 
lindrical portion or shell of the box-body is 
marked 1a, and the depending cylindrical 
rim or ?ange of the cover which ?ts upon 
the said upstanding cylindrical portion or 
shell is marked 2“. The cover-rim or ?ange 
aforesaid is formed with an expansion ?are 
or ?ares 2b, 2b, and 2° is an inwardly project~ 
ing bead of the cover-rim or ?ange, which 
by contact with the top edge of the box-body 
serves as a stop to limit the extent to which 
the cover may be pushed down upon the 
body. 
In accordance with the invention I provide 

the members of the box, with radial promi 
nences a, a’, the relations being such that 
when the body and cover are ?tted together 
the prominences a, a, occupy positions re 
spectively below and above the expansion 
?are or ?ares 2b, 21’, so as to shield'the latter‘. 
They preferably are formed by moulding the 
vertical portions of the body and cover, and 
may extend either continuously or only par 
tially around the box, according as the cover 
is formed with a continuous ?are or with one 
or more discontinuous ?ares. They may be 
of any approved shape in vertical cross-sec 
tion and are su?iciently large vertically to 
ensure that those of adjoining boxes shall 
make contact with one another and thereby 
perform their intended function of prevent 
ing pressure upon the expansion ?are or 
?ares 2b, 2b, which will operate to loosen a 
cover. 
The shielding prominences a, a, prevent 

contact between the expansion ?are or ?ares 
2b, 2b, of one box with adjoining boxes, or 
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between such ?are or ?ares and the sides of , 
the container in which the boxes are packed 
for transportation or storage. 
lVhat is claimed as the invention is,— 
A box comprising a body and cover ?tting 

together as described, said cover having an 
expansion ?are construction by which its fit 
upon the box-body may be loosened through. 
pressure, said box~members provided with 
radially < projecting shields, respectively 
above and below the ?are or ?ares. 
In testimony whereof I a?ix my signature 

in presence of two witnesses. 

ALBERT J. MATTER.‘ 

Witnesses: 
WILLIAM E. MCLAINE, 
Essex S. ABBOTT. 
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